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MAIN IDEAS AND IMPORTANT DETAILS
by Harold Cafone and Ronald Cramer
Two excellent books on children's
writing have been recently published.
Teachers at the elementary or secondary levels will find either book useful.
Both contain general ideas about writing and practical teaching suggestions.
The two books are described briefly
below:
Read to write: ·Using Children's
Literature as a Springboard to Writing
by John Warren Stewig. Hardback, 263
pages, $9.95, Copyright 1975, Hawthorn Books, Inc., Publishers, 260
Madison Avenue, New York, New York
10016. Mr. Stewig's book ranks among
the best currently available on children's writing. His thesis is simple. Writing is a learned craft. It is motivated
through literature and extended
through skillful teaching on editing.
The opening chapter discusses children
and writing, followed by chapters on
writing for young children, description,
characterization, plot, figurative language, poetry, and editing.
A Celebration of Bees: Helping
Children Write Poetry by Barbara Juster Esbensen. Paperback, 261 pages,
Copyright 1975, Winston Press Inc.,
26 Groveland Terrace, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55403. This is an extraordinary book. To read it is to be convinced that Ms. Esbensen knows children, understands teachers, and loves
poetry. That she knows children is
clear from the sensitive way she deals
with their writing. Her method is
characterized by the words accepting,
respect, and improvement. That she
knows teachers is clear from the practical advice and lively anecdotes she
gives. That she loves poetry is an educated guess. The lover of poetry is best .
equipped to talk to teachers about
poetry providing there is an accompanying appreciation of the practical

realities of teaching children. The book
is a testimonial to the author's knowledge and understanding of children,
teachers, and poetry.
The first levels of a new Language
Experieqce in Reading program (LEIR)
are now available from Encyclopedia
Britannica Educational Corporation,
245 North Michigan Avenue, Department lOA, Chicago, Illinois 60611. The
authors, Roach Van Allen, Richard
Venesky, and Harry Hahn, have
attempted to develop a comprehensive
reading program that would be an
alternative to basal materials. The program has two major goals: 1) to meet
the individual needs and interests of
children and 2) to use oral language as
a basis for developing reading and
writing skills. The materials include
filmstrips, records, reading materials,
activity materials, and teachers guides.
It is a lively, interesting program, well
conceived and cleverly executed.
While there have been many recent
books on the market related to the
teaching of reading in secondary
school, H. Alan Robinson's Teaching
Reading and Study Strategies: The
Content Areas is a most important one.
Professor Robinson has synthesized
ideas from many sources to provide a
useful book for teachers concerned
with high school reading. The book
includes a summary of methodology
for topics such as readiness, appraisal,
vocabulary strategies, patagraph functions, as well as their adaptations in
various subject areas. Of special interest
to school committees responsible for
developing or proposing reading programs at the secondary level is the
last chapter entitled, "Special Reading
Services." The book may be obtained
from Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 4 70 Atlantic Avenue, Boston.
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The International Reading Association is offering three new soft-back
books of interest to teachers of reading
at all levels. One interesting one is
Reading RX: Better Teachers, Better
Supervisors, Better Programs, edited
by Joe Nemeth. The book is divided
into three sections. The first two sections deal with issues of teacher training such as teacher's competencies
and how these competencies are evaluated.
The other two IRA books are concerned with the community and the
relationship of reading to career education. K. Ahrendt's Community College Reading Programs would seem to
be important in Michigan when you
consider the community college growth
in our state. How to appraise materials
useful for teaching and organizational
sources for further information are
the mainstays of this book.
The career education movement embodies a new concept of vocational
education and that concept includes
emphasis on reading. This emphasis is
explored carefully in Reading and
Career Education, a book of reading
compiled by D. Nielsen and H. Hjelm
of the U.S. Office of Education. The
editors discuss "National Perspectives"
in the first section. Following sections
of the book discuss, "Reading Requirements in Career Education'' and
"Exemplary Programs in Career Educa-

tion." You may be particularly interested in LeVene Olson's description of a
study that seems to imply career education may be a vehicle for increasing
language arts achievement. Olson concludes that the study " ... lends support to the concept of using language
arts as a vehicle for assisting students
to attain language arts and career.educational goals in a program integrating
career education with language arts
instruction."
Books published by IRA may be
obtained from national headquarters:
800 Barksdale Road, Newark, Delaware 19711.
How great a cognitive deficit do you
have in the area of phonemic and morphemic analysis? Hold on! Let us rephrase that in English. What weaknesses do you feel you have in phonetic and structural analysis? (Same
question.) If you've found yourself in
need of information on this topic turn
to Fundamentals of decoding for
Teachers by Leo Schell. After a pretest Schell provides opportunities to
practice with the ideas he presents to
give the reader an opportunity to master the concepts presented. The book
can be obtained from Rand McNally
College Publishing Co., 1975.
(Dr. Harold Cafone and Dr. Ronald L.
Cramer are on the staff of Oakland University)

Manuscripts, materials for review, and
other potential contents for The M RA
Journal may be sent to Diana Umstattd,
Editor, Saginaw Board of Education, 550
Millard St., Saginaw, 48607. Deadline for
consideration in Winter Issue is January 1,
1976.
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